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Introduction
I was very pleased when Rising Stars asked me to produce this Implications for Teaching and Learning
Grammar Publication for the 2022 Key Stage 2 national test papers. After two years without national
assessments, what are the most significant areas to focus on? This document outlines those areas that were
identified as being problematic and makes suggestions for helping pupils to address these difficulties. It also
highlights some important test techniques and next steps for preparing pupils for the 2023 KS2 grammar
test papers.

Shareen Wilkinson

Teaching suggestions
1. Approximately 74% of the questions this year were not first taught in year 6. This has huge
implications for the whole school and continues to stress the emphasis on year 6 teachers
(and KS1/KS2 teachers) to review previous learning.
2. Teaching in context is essential, as words can be different word classes depending on the
context and how they are used. (E.g. Q15 What is the word class of the underlined word?)
It is also important for pupils to use and understand the correct grammatical terms.
3. Several questions involved pupils ticking, circling, underlining and multiple-choice style
questions. Are pupils clear about what this language means and how they can make their
answers clear and unambiguous? Are pupils continually exposed to test-style questions in
everyday teaching, so they are familiar with the test language?
4. Accuracy of spelling is extremely important again in 2022. Verb forms, contractions, prefixes,
suffixes and plurals must be spelt correctly. Therefore, pupils need to be made aware of their
spelling errors and be supported with strategies to spell unfamiliar words in everyday work
(e.g. checking in a dictionary, breaking words into syllables and building on phonics knowledge
from KS1 etc.). Some other words also need to be spelt correctly such as conjunctions. For
example in question 32 they had to write ‘off the lights’ not ‘of the lights’ which was a
common error.

Raw scores and mark thresholds explained
A scaled score of 100 represents the expected standard at the end of Key Stage 2. Each year, the raw
score on the test could change, but the scaled score always remains the same, at 100. This year the test
was out of a total of 70 marks (50 marks for grammar and punctuation and 20 marks for spelling).
Standard

Raw score on the test

Scaled score

Not reached the expected standard

3–34

80–99

Expected standard

35–70

100–120

High score

67–70

120

• In 2022, 72% of pupils met the expected standard, down from 78% in 2019.
(Provisional September 2022)
• In 2022, 28% of pupils met the higher standard, down from 36% in 2019.
(Provisional September 2022)
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Overview of the test
PAPER 1 AND PAPER 2: PERCENTAGE PER DOMAIN CONTENT
• Grammar carried the most weighting on Paper 1.
Paper
Paper 1: questions
(maximum 50 marks)
Paper 2: spelling
(maximum 20 marks)

Element of the
content domain

Number of marks

Percentage of
the paper

Percentage of
total mark

Grammar

30

60%

43%

Punctuation

15

30%

21%

Vocabulary

5

10%

7%

Spelling

20

100%

29%

Total

70

100%

100%

CONTENT DOMAIN AREAS COVERED IN THE TEST
Pupils need to know all of the terminology in the table below.
G1 Grammatical terms/
word classes
Nouns
Verbs
Adjectives
Conjunctions
Pronouns
Possessive pronoun
Relative pronoun
Adverb
Adverbial
Preposition
Determiner
Subject and object
Grammatical term
Word class

G2 Function of sentences
Statements
Questions
Commands
Exclamations

G5 Punctuation
Capital letters
Full stops
Question mark
Commas in lists
Apostrophe
Commas to clarify meaning
Commas after fronted
adverbials
Contracted form
Hyphen

G3 Combining words,
phrases and clauses

G4 Verb tenses and
consistency

Sentences
Clauses
Relative clause
Noun phrase
Co-ordinating conjunction
Subordinating conjunctions
Subordinate clause

Simple past
Simple present
Verbs in the perfect form
(present and past perfect)
Modal verbs
Verb form
Present and past progressive
Tense (consistency)
Subjunctive verb forms
Passive and active

G6 Vocabulary
Inverted commas
Direct speech
Brackets
Dash/ Pair of dashes
Commas to indicate
parenthesis
Colons
Semi-colons
Single dashes
Bullet points

Synonyms and antonyms
Prefixes
Suffixes
Word families

G7 Standard English and
formality
Standard English
Non-standard English
Formal and informal
vocabulary
Formal and informal
structures
The subjunctive

KEY STAGE 2 PAPER 1 GRAMMAR, PUNCTUATION AND SPELLING TEST:
PERCENTAGE OF MARKS PER YEAR GROUP
This analysis represents where an area is first introduced. For example, noun phrases are first
introduced in year 2 but are also mentioned in year 4. The analysis records this as year 2. Where a
question requires knowledge of the terminology, this analysis records where the terminology is first
introduced as a statutory requirement. E.g. the term ‘conjunction’ is not a statutory term until year 3
but is first introduced in Key Stage 1.
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2022 GPS test
Year group in
the national
curriculum

Number of
marks and
percentages

2019 GPS test
Year group in
the national
curriculum

Number of
marks and
percentages

2018 GPS test
Year group in
the national
curriculum

Number of
marks and
percentages

1

2 (4%)

1

2 (4%)

1

4 (8%)

2

11 (22%)

2

14 (28%)

2

11 (22%)

3

10 (20%)

3

8 (16%)

3

9 (18%)

4

8 (16%)

4

8 (16%)

4

12 (24%)

5

6 (12%)

5

7 (14%)

5

9 (18%)

6

13 (26%)

6

11 (22%)

6

5 (10%)

• 26% of the questions were first introduced in KS1 in 2022.
• 26% of the questions were from year 6 in 2022.

KEY STAGE 2 PAPER 2 SPELLING: PERCENTAGE OF MARKS PER YEAR GROUP
Some areas, such as homophones and near-homophones, are mentioned across years 3–6. These are
recorded according to the first year group in which they are introduced.
Year group in the national curriculum

Number of marks

Percentage of marks

3 and 4

14

70%

5 and 6

6

30%

Test technique tips
★ Ensure that pupils spell prefixes, suffixes, verb forms and plurals correctly. They will lose marks if
these are not spelt correctly.
★ Ensure pupils can explain their reasoning, as previous questions required a deeper understanding
of grammar and punctuation.
★ Ensure pupils tick, match, circle or underline the correct number of boxes or words. This must be
clear and unambiguous. If a pupil makes a mistake, ensure they rub out or cross out the wrong
answer to ensure their answer is crystal clear.
★ Hyphens, possessive apostrophes and contractions will not be tested in the Paper 2 Spelling test,
but may be tested in the Paper 1 Grammar, punctuation and spelling test. Encourage children to
print in the Paper 2 Spelling test to avoid any ambiguous letter formation and letter joins.
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Paper 1: Grammar, punctuation and spelling test
(common misconceptions, tricky questions and
teaching tips)
Grammar and Standard English
In the 2022 grammar, punctuation and spelling test, there were 50 one-mark questions.
Grammatical
terms and
word classes

Functions of
sentences

Combining
words,
phrases and
clauses

Verb forms,
tenses and
consistency

Punctuation

Vocabulary

Standard
English and
formality

12 marks

2 marks

6 marks

8 marks

15 marks

5 marks

2 marks

The questions were presented in order of difficulty, with Q1 the easiest and Q50 the most difficult
question. Questions required pupils to tick, circle, match and re-write sentences. Accuracy was
extremely important, and pupils needed to ensure that their answers were clear and unambiguous.
Some pupils lost marks because they did not underline or circle words correctly for ambiguous
punctuation and for spelling errors. There was a strong emphasis on accuracy within the test and pupils
lost marks for not starting sentences with capital letters or spelling verb forms incorrectly.
Here are some question types analysed in more detail:

GRAMMAR

Q15

What is the word class of the underlined words?
(66.3% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 99.8% attempted it.)

I have two brothers. Brian is older and Stanley is younger than me.
		

Tick one.

adjective



noun		



adverb		



verb		



Question 15 seemed straight-forward on the surface, but was quite tricky for pupils because it was
a different way of looking at adjectives. Generally, pupils have been taught that an adjective is a
describing word, which is true, but they would also benefit from knowing the properties of adjectives.
These key aspects are:
• An adjective describes or modifies a noun. E.g. The blue bag.
• An adjective comes before a noun, but it can sometimes come after a noun. E.g. The bag is blue.
• Adjectives can also modify pronouns. E.g. They are stunning!

Q19

Label each of the clauses in the sentence below as either main (M) or subordinate (S).
(71.3% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 99.4% attempted it).

After they had been for a swim, the boys had a drink because they were very thirsty.
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Q24

Underline the subordinate clause in the sentence below.
When the crowd heard the clattering sound, they gasped in astonishment.
(59.2% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 98.4% attempted it.)

Questions 19 and 24 both required a deeper understanding of subordinate clauses and main clauses,
and how they function within a sentence. Crucially, the function of a subordinating conjunction is to
introduce a subordinate clause. In the KS2 grammar test, every clause has a subject and verb, e.g.
‘they’ and ‘were’. Are we being explicit about what a subordinate clause is? Are we breaking down what
a clause is? Are we mixing up sentences so that the subordinate clause is at the beginning, middle and
end of sentences?

Q25

Use the information in the box to complete the sentence below with a relative clause. 		
Remember to punctuate your answer correctly.
(68% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 97% attempted it.)

My grandma,________________________ , went on holiday to Spain.
My grandma loves travelling.
For example: ‘who loves travelling’

Q33

Circle the relative pronoun in the sentence below.
The children who were going swimming had their lunch earlier than we did.
(54.5% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 98% attempted it.)

Answer: ‘who’
Whilst teachers seem to be competent at teaching subordinate and relative clauses, it is important
to note that pupils need to be aware of defining and non-defining relative clauses. Q33 has a relative
pronoun, but it is not presented with the normal commas that most pupils will learn. It is not until
year 5, in the English programmes of study, that pupils are expected to learn about relative clauses
and relative pronouns. According to the national curriculum glossary, a relative clause is a special type
of subordinate clause that contains a relative pronoun (e.g. who, which, that, etc.). Therefore, the
subordinate clause is an umbrella term.
Defining and non-defining relative clauses (pupils do not need to know the terms ‘defining’ and
‘non-defining’).
My brother, who lives in Scotland, is a primary school teacher.
The commas denote that this is additional information (parenthesis) or a non-defining relative 		
clause.
My brother who lives in Scotland is a primary school teacher.
This is about a specific brother who lives in Scotland and is known as a defining relative clause.
Pupils and teachers do need to have this depth of subject knowledge.
Important note: simple, compound and complex sentences are not referred to in the national
curriculum. Instead, they are called single-clause and multi-clause sentences. Very often, test
questions contain multi-clause sentences (with both what we might have called ‘compound’ and
‘complex’ sentences) and pupils need to be familiar with seeing this. E.g. Q19.
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Q29

How does the use of the passive in the second sentence affect the way the information
is presented?
1. Max dropped the red bucket.
2. The red bucket was dropped.
Tick one.

							
It does not say who dropped the bucket.



It shows that the action happened in the past.



It shows that it was an accident.



It does not say why the bucket was dropped.

		



(62% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 99.5% attempted it.)
In Q29, the first choice uses the agentless passive. But what did pupils need to know?
Active
Shareen ate the biscuits.
Passive
The biscuits were eaten by Shareen.
The subject (the biscuits) moves to the end of the clause and is no longer the subject but is the agent/
object. It starts with the preposition ‘by.’
Agentless passive
The biscuits were eaten by Shareen (object/agent).
The biscuits were eaten.
The agent (or object) is omitted from the sentence.
The agentless passive is seen in more formal writing and can be used to build suspense or to give pupils’
writing a more authoritative style.

Also see, Q35 and Q46.

Q30

Circle the four nouns in the sentence below.
The strength of the wind made the trees in the forest sway and bend.
(63.9% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 98.8% attempted it.)

Answers: strength, wind, trees, forest
This was a very tricky question for pupils because they had to ensure they circled four nouns and have
an in-depth knowledge of nouns. Some pupils circled ‘bend’ because they found the abstract noun
‘strength’ challenging.
Do we explicitly model our thought-process when demonstrating an understanding of word classes?
E.g. ‘This must be a noun because it is showing an idea, quality or state rather than a concrete object.’
The word noun comes from the Latin, ‘nomen’ which means ‘name’. (Source: www.etymonline.com)

Q50

Circle the two determiners in the sentence below.
In an hour, we will be getting on our train.
(23.8% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 94.2% attempted it.)

The answer to the question above was ‘an’ and ‘our’, but some pupils circled ‘we’. It is a pronoun
but not a possessive pronoun which can also be a determiner. Pupils need to know the full range of
determiners. Below is a list of the determiners I think that pupils need to know. Determiners specify
a noun and they go before any adjectives or other nouns. Remember that possessive pronouns (e.g.
yours/mine/theirs etc.) replace a noun, whereas a determiner comes before a noun. There is no
requirement for pupils to know all the sub-terms, but ‘determiner’ is the umbrella term.
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• articles: a, an, the
• demonstratives: this, that, these, those
• possessives: its, our, their, my, your, his, her
• quantifiers: all, enough, some, any, no, much, few, little, both, many, either, each, every,
another, other
• numerals (symbol or name): one (1), two (2), three (3), four (4), five (5)

PUNCTUATION

Q47

Insert full stops and capital letters in the passage below so it is punctuated correctly.
Frogs are amphibians they live on land but they lay their eggs in water their eggs are called
frogspawn during the winter, frogs hibernate at the bottom of ponds or in compost heaps.
(30.3% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 96.1% attempted it.)

Interestingly, pupils are first introduced to capital letters for names of people, places, the days of
the week and the personal pronoun ‘I’ in year 1. This needs to be continually revisited throughout the
primary years. This question was challenging because it did not inform the pupils of how many full
stops and capital letters to correct.
Here’s a quick review of the main ways that we use capital letters:
• People’s names – Hardeep Singh, Dad (but not if referring to any mum or dad)
• Days of the week – Sunday, Monday, Tuesday
• Months of the year – January, August, November
• Public holidays – Christmas, Easter
• Nationalities – British
• Geographical places – Germany, Jamaica, Denmark
• Company names – Barclays, Dyson
• First letter in titles of books, magazines etc – Harry Potter
• First letter in a line of poetry
• Personal pronoun ‘I’ used on its own.
Source: Grammar and Punctuation by Collins (2009) and the English Programmes of Study.
These all seem harmless, but it gets complicated when the context of how the word has been used
determines whether you use a capital letter or not. Let’s have a look at these very common examples:
Do we need capital letters for the words underlined?
1. Today we had Mathematics and English lessons.
2. During the Summer holidays, we visited sunny Spain.
In the first example, ‘English’ is a language and nationality. Therefore, it requires a capital letter but
general subjects (unless they are a language, e.g. French, German, Spanish etc.) do not require a
capital letter. So, the subject should be written as ‘mathematics’.
Let’s look at the second example. The country, ‘Spain’, requires a capital letter but seasons do not need
a capital letter, unless they are a name, e.g. of a person or company etc. Therefore, it should be written
as ‘summer’.
3. ‘What was that?’ exclaimed Dad.
In this last example, ‘Dad’ is used as a name of a person. If it was any mum or dad, it would not need a
capital letter.
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Q45

Tick one box in each row to show if the statement about the apostrophe is true or false.
(41.1% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 97.6% attempted it.)
Sentence

The apostrophe shows that…

The boys’ lunch was delicious.

there is only one boy.

Gina put out the cats’ food.

there is more than one cat.

The girl’s party is this afternoon.

there is more than one girl.

The trees’ leaves were green.

there is only one tree.

True

False

This question was made even more complex by having to answer all four correctly for one mark.
It is easier to teach apostrophes for singular and plural possession by circling the word without the
apostrophe or putting your finger over the word without the apostrophe (highlighted in bold), e.g. girl’s
(one girl) and girls’ (more than one girl). This might not be conventional, but it does work here.

VOCABULARY
In 2022, there were just five questions focussed on vocabulary.

Q43

Add a different prefix to each word to form its antonym.
__________ obey
__________ tolerant
__________ patient
(32% of pupils nationally answered this question correctly and 95.2% attempted it.)

This question indicates that pupils need to be taught a wider range of prefixes and not just the ones
explicitly mentioned in the national curriculum. It was also important for pupils to understand how the
prefix changes the meaning of a word into an antonym.
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Paper 2: Spelling test
The spelling test was presented in order of difficulty with the easiest questions first. 70% of the
questions were from the year 3 and 4 spelling areas and 30% were from year 5 and 6. The last few
spellings were particularly challenging for pupils.
Similar to 2019, there were quite a few words that tested knowledge of the wider curriculum,
e.g. ‘measure’, ‘machine’, ‘cough’ and ‘survey’. The word ‘receipt’ was challenging for many pupils.
Significantly, it is important to be clear about the ‘i’ before ‘e’ rule. It is ‘i’ before ‘e’ except after ‘c’ when
the sound is ‘ee’.
A word that also appears on the statutory word list for years 3 and 4: special.
2022 spelling test words in order:
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Word

Percentage (nationally) who
spelt the word correctly

Percentage of pupils who
attempted the spelling

ordering

89.1

100

disrespect

86.6

100

special

84.4

99.9

couple

89.1

99.9

measure

73.5

99.9

cough

85.8

99.9

machine

72.7

99.9

invisible

70.7

99.9

banned

77.9

99.9

television

68.9

99.9

character

68.1

99.9

caution

69.2

99.9

syrup

67.3

99.9

reluctantly

55.5

99.9

reference

42.8

99.9

ridiculous

41.7

99.9

scenic

37.4

99.8

survey

40.2

99.9

transferred

18.0

99.9

receipt

22.6

99.9

Next steps for your teaching
1. The KS2 grammar national curriculum assessment is a test of whole school grammar teaching.
Ensure all teachers are aware of the expectations for their year group and any preceding year
groups, so that all teachers can continually review previous learning.
2. Maximise the use of metacognition to explicitly teach aspects of grammar and for pupils to
articulate and explain their knowledge and understanding. Using activities where pupils need to
explain their answers are particularly useful. E.g. I know this is a determiner because it quantifies
and comes before the noun, ‘Two bags’.
3. Teach the correct terminology for grammar and ensure that it is taught in context. Words can have
multiple meanings depending on how they are used in a sentence.
Terminology not used in the test

Terminology used in the test

Speech marks

Inverted commas

Connectives (e.g. and, but, so, because, when)
FANBOYS

Coordinating conjunctions (e.g. or, and, but)
Subordinating conjunctions (e.g. when, if, because)
Adverbs (words, e.g. therefore)/ Adverbials (words or
groups of words, e.g. on the other hand)

Connectives (e.g. on the other hand, in
addition, furthermore, therefore)

There needs to be an understanding that an adverbial
can be in many different forms and is an umbrella
term. It can denote time, place or manner, but it
can also be a prepositional phrase, noun phrase or a
subordinate clause.

Time connectives (e.g. next, then, first, second) Adverbs (of time)

Connectives (e.g. after, before)

Subordinating conjunctions, e.g. I went to the cinema
after I had eaten my dinner (used to introduce a
subordinate clause and contains a subject and verb/
verb phrase, e.g. I had eaten).
Prepositions (of time), e.g. Entry is free after 5pm in the
evening.
Subordinate clauses

Embedded clause/‘Dropped in’ clause

It is important to note that a relative clause is a ‘special
type’ of subordinate clause, which uses the relative
pronoun, e.g. who, which, where, when etc.

Some of these words may also be other word classes.

Written by an expert
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